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Abstract: 

Electron-phonon coupling (EPC) and related self-energy effects are not only fundamental in 
determining the equilibrium physical properties of solids, but also critical in determining the non-
equilibrium electron relaxation process. Graphene with low-energy excitations resembling relativistic 
Dirac fermions and strong EPC is an ideal system for investigating the EPC related physics. While the 
effect of EPC in renormalizing the electronic structure of graphene has been revealed, its role in the 
non-equilibrium dynamics, especially whether the relaxation is contributed by all phonons or 
dominated by specific phonon modes is still unclear. In this talk, I will introduce our recent work 
about the dominant role of mode-specific phonons in the electron relaxation dynamics in a Kekulé-
ordered graphene by performing TrARPES measurements [1]. By folding the Dirac cones to the Γ point 
through Li intercalation [2], we have succeeded in resolving the self-energy effects in the time domain, 
which are induced by coupling of electrons with two specific phonon modes at Ω1 = 177 meV and Ω2 
= 54 meV (Fig. 1(a)). Moreover, those two phonon modes set energy thresholds for the relaxation 
dynamics of electrons with different energies, and induce hierarchical relaxation from “ultrafast”, 
“fast” to “slow” (Fig. 1(b, c)). 

Fig. 1. (a) TrARPES signal measured at 700 fs. (b) TrARPES signal at different delay times and (c) the 
schematic drawing to show the hierarchical relaxation of electrons. 
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